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ABSTRACT
We present SEMAGE (SEmanticallyMA tching imaGEs), a new
image-based CAPTCHA that capitalizes on the human ability to
define and comprehend image content and to establishsemantic re-
lationshipsbetween them. A SEMAGE challenge asks a user to se-
lectsemantically relatedimages from a given image set. SEMAGE
has a two-factor design where in order to pass a challenge theuser is
required to figure out the content of each image and then understand
and identify semantic relationship between a subset of them. Most
of the current state-of-the-art image-based systems like Assira [20]
only require the user to solve the first level, i.e., image recogni-
tion. Utilizing the semantic correlation between images tocreate
more secure and user-friendly challenges makes SEMAGE novel.
SEMAGE does not suffer from limitations of traditional image-
based approaches such as lacking customization and adaptability.
SEMAGE unlike the current text-based systems is also very user-
friendly with a high fun factor. These features make it very attrac-
tive to web service providers. In addition, SEMAGE is language
independent and highly flexible for customizations (both interms
of security and usability levels). SEMAGE is also mobile devices
friendly as it does not require the user to type anything. We con-
duct a first-of-its-kind large-scale user study involving 174 users to
gauge and compare accuracy and usability of SEMAGE with ex-
isting state-of-the-art CAPTCHA systems like reCAPTCHA (text-
based) [6] and Asirra (image-based) [20]. The user study further
reinstates our points and shows that users achieve high accuracy
using our system and consider our system to be fun and easy.
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K.6.5 [[Computing Milieux ]: Management of Computing and In-
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1. INTRODUCTION
New web applications and services emerge everyday in all ar-

eas of life. More people are getting used to having online services,
such as email services, forums, and specialized interest groups. For
the service providers, one important aspect to consider is to make
sure that the services and resources are allocated to the targeted
customers. Malicious usage of services, such as using a ‘bot’ to
register legal accounts [9], can take up valuable resourcesand dis-
tribute malicious information thereafter. Thus it is important for the
service provider to be able to distinguish a bot from human users,
and CAPTCHA systems are widely used for this purpose.

CAPTCHA stands for “Completely Automated Public Tests to
tell Computers and Humans Apart” [29, 28, 27, 15, 9]. The idea
is to introduce a difficult AI problem so that either the purpose of
distinguishing bots and legitimate users is served, or thatan AI
breakthrough is achieved [29, 28]. The robustness of CAPTCHA
systems relies not on the secrecy of the database, but on the intrin-
sic difficulty of the problem. The difficulty of solving a CAPTCHA
problem for a bot and for a human often increases in similar curves.
As CAPTCHA systems are rarely stand-alone and are often inte-
grated as an auxiliary part for applications such as online registra-
tion, it is unrealistic to ask for the user’s concentration for longer
than a few seconds. Hence a complicated challenge requiringthe
humans to devote more time would make it unrealistic to be de-
ployed on real world systems.

Identifying distorted letters, answering questions basedon im-
ages are a few techniques that are in use to defeat bots, with the
former being the most widespread. However with the increasing
advances in the field of computer vision, bots have been known
to break text CAPTCHAs using techniques such as OCR (Optical
Character Recognition) and segmentation [30, 26, 16, 2, 19]. In-
creasing the complexity of the text-based systems by introducing
more noise and distortion to make the challenge difficult forbots
also makes them less user friendly and less usable to normal users.

Image-based systems were then proposed to increase the usabil-
ity of CAPTCHA systems [20, 3, 17, 23, 18, 7, 25, 32]. However,
many current state-of-the-art image-based systems such asAsirra
[20] suffer from the lack of flexibility and adaptability. Assira chal-
lenges focus on image recognition only, requiring the user to iden-
tify all cats among a series of images of cats and dogs. Specialized
attacks using machine learning techniques have achieved a high
rate of success against systems like Asirra, as shown by Golle [22].
Moreover the inherent choice presented to the bot is always binary
(an image is either a cat or a dog), making it more susceptibleto
template fitting attacks, which will be further discussed inSection
4.2. We propose SEMAGE, a novel image-based CAPTCHA sys-
tem, which has a two-factor model requiring the user to recognize
the image and identify images that share a semantic relationship.



The introduction of semantic correlation makes SEMAGE more
robust from similar machine learning attacks. Other image-based
systems like ESP-PIX [3] and SQ-PIX [7] are language dependent
and have usability concerns. We survey more CAPTCHA systems
and their limitations in Section 2.

In this paper, we propose SEMAGE (Semantically Matching
Images), a two-factor CAPTCHA system. In SEMAGE, we present
the user with a set of candidate images, out of which a subset of
them would be semantically related. The challenge for the user is
to identify the semantically related images based on the context de-
fined by the system. Note that the images in the correct set need
not be images of the same object, a set of semantically related im-
ages may be images of entities with different physical attributes
but sharing the same meaning in the defined context. Considerfor
example the user being asked to identify similar images withthe
context being similar images should have the same origin, the can-
didate set could contain images such as a wooden log, a wooden
chair, a matchstick, an electronic item, an animal, and a human,
with the chair, matchstick and log being the similar set.

The challenge in solving a SEMAGE CAPTCHA system is two-
fold: (1) a user has to figure out the content of the individualim-
ages, i.e., image recognition, (2) and understand the semantic re-
lationships between them and correctly identify the matching im-
ages. This challenge solving ability comes naturally to humans as
humans automatically employ their cognitive ability and common
sense without even realizing the inherent difficulty of the task. The
same challenge for a bot would require both understanding images
and identifying relationships between them, constitutinga difficult
AI problem. Our two-factor design aims at increasing the difficulty
level for a bot and improving usability for humans, without sacri-
ficing the robustness of the system.

What makes SEMAGE novel is the idea of presenting the user
with a two-factor challenge of “identifying images with similar se-
mantics under the given context”. The idea of choosing images
exhibiting semantic similarity has a much broader scope than sim-
ple selection of images of animals of the same species (cats in the
case of Assira). This feature differentiates SEMAGE from other
state-of-the-art image-based CAPTCHAs that only require the user
to solve the first level, which is image recognition. Computers are
hard to comprehend and identify the semantic content of an image,
making SEMAGE very robust to bots. We present and discuss what
semantic similarity entails in Section 3.

We also implement one very simplified sample instance of SEMAGE
using real and cartoon images of animals. The relationship query
asks the user to pick up images (real and cartoon) of the same
species. This particular implementation has two immediateben-
efits: (1) Adds fun factor for the user without adding burden on the
recognition part since a human can easily make a connection be-
tween a real image of an animal and a cartoon image; (2) Scalesup
the difficulty level for bots as the cartoon images need not even re-
semble the real physical attributes of the animal. Moreover, SEMAGE
provides an easy-to-operate interface to indicate correctanswers
making it an ideal choice for touch-based systems and smart-phones
where typing is more difficult. A sample simplified SEMAGE chal-
lenge is shown in Figure 1 which illustrates the idea. A humancan
easily identify the images marked in a circle as similar but abot
would not be able to relate the real and cartoon images due to dif-
ference in shape and texture. Note that this is just one way ofcreat-
ing a SEMAGE challenge. Any othersemantic relationshipcan be
used as the identifying factor apart from our particular simplified
implementation.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose SEMAGE, a new image-based two-factor CAPTCHA

Figure 1: Sample SEMAGE challenge; the encircled images are
similar.

that has several unique features. The design of a SEMAGE
allows easy tuning of the security level and usability level
depending on the nature and popularity of the website. The
images of the SEMAGE challenges can vary to suit the needs
of different websites. In fact in most cases given a labeled
database it is very easy and intuitive to come up with a def-
inition “semantic relationship” and SEMAGE implementa-
tion. We also provide an in-depth security analysis and show
how SEMAGE is more robust to many attacks than existing
systems.
• We further conduct a large-scale user study with 174 partici-

pants using a simple sample SEMAGE implementation. We
compare our system with state-of-the-art text-based CAPTCHA
system reCAPTCHA [6] and image-based system Asirra [20]
on the metrics of usability and fun factor. As discussed in de-
tails in Section 5, results show that our system is easy to use
and participants reported a high level of ‘fun’ factor.

2. BACKGROUND
CAPTCHA systems, text-based in particular, have been in widespread

use as the first line of defense against bots on the web. Recently,
with the improvements in computer vision technology, text-based
systems have become susceptible to bot attacks with a high success
rate [30, 26, 16, 2, 19, 13]. Hence a lot of work has proposed alter-
nate CAPTCHA systems such as image-based [20, 3, 17, 23, 18, 7,
25, 32] and audio-based systems [14, 10, 1, 21].

2.1 Text-based Systems
Generally, text-based CAPTCHA systems ask the user to discern

letters or numbers. GIMPY is one classic example [4]. Attacks on
text-based systems mostly employ OCR (optical character recog-
nition) algorithms. These algorithms first segment the images into
small blocks each containing only one letter, and use pattern recog-
nition algorithms to match the letters in each block to standard
letter template features [30, 26, 16]. The later task is considered
a well solved AI problem. In counter-attack to these algorithms,
text-based CAPTCHA systems employ the following techniques to
enhance robustness [15, 19]:
• Adding noises in the form of scattered lines and dots to the

background to counter-attack segmentation algorithms.
• Characters are connected or overlapped so that attacking al-

gorithms cannot correctly segment image into correct blocks.
• Characters are twisted to increase difficulty in character recog-



nition.

Figure 2: A text-based CAPTCHA example

However, all the above techniques increase the difficulty level
for humans too. Connecting characters together makes the task
harder for humans. For example, when the character ‘r’ and ‘n’ are
connected, it looks like the character ‘m’. Twisted characters not
only gnaw on user’s nerves, but also are sometimes impossible to
identify correctly. Figure 2 shows one such difficult-to-solve text-
based challenge.

Text-base system faces one inevitable situation: humans find the
CAPTCHA challenge unpleasant as CAPTCHA gets more compli-
cated. This is probably why popular websites such as MSN hotmail
opted for simple and clean CAPTCHA , which could be attacked
with a success rate over 80% [30]. Some systems use distinctive
color for each character and add colored background using non-
text colors, both of these additions can be easily removed byan
automated program, which add no more difficulty for the bot [31].

Popular systems such as ‘reCAPTCHA’ [6] use dictionary words
that are labeled as unrecognizable by real automatic OCR programs
running on real tasks of digitizing books, and evaluate correctness
by other user’s input. However, reCAPTCHA also suffers from
decreased usability and user satisfaction due to the high distortion
and noise in the challenge.

2.2 Audio-based Systems
Audio-based CAPTCHA systems [1, 14, 10, 21] remedy the

fact that visual CAPTCHA systems are not accessible to visually-
impaired people. In a typical audio CAPTCHA system, lettersor
digits are presented in randomly spaced intervals, in the form of
audio pronunciation. To make the test more robust against bots,
background noises are added to the audio files. These systemsare
highly dependent on the audio hardware and the user only has a
certain small amount of time to identify each character. In some
sense, audio CAPTCHA systems can be considered as the acoustic
version of text-based systems. Although the visual cues arere-
placed with acoustic cues and the algorithms vary, the underlying
idea of attacking is the same - features are extracted and classified
to recognize the letters [12]. The difficulty curve for bot and hu-
mans are similar. Thus audio CAPTCHA systems provided neither
more user-friendly interface for visually accessible users, nor more
robustness against bots [11].

2.3 Image-based CAPTCHA systems
Image-based CAPTCHA systems emerged in efforts to replace

text-based CAPTCHA systems which were growing more complex
for humans to solve easily. Security is not the only concern in a
good CAPTCHA design. All CAPTCHA systems are a form of
HIP (Human Interactional Proofs) and require the users involve-
ment. This also makes usability a key issue in CAPTCHA design.
Tygar et. al. [17] propose the following requirements for a good
CAPTCHA system:
• The task should be easy for humans.
• The task should be difficult for computer algorithms.
• The database should be easy to implement and evaluate.

The general basis of image-based CAPTCHA is that images con-
tain more information than texts. It is intuitive for human to catch
visual cues but hard for AI algorithms to do visual recognition.

ESP-PIX [3] presents a set of images and asks the user to choose a
word from a list of words that describes all images. This approach
suffers from two drawbacks, i.e., it still depends on text toconvey
meaning and since all words are written in English, and the user’s
success depends on his/her proficiency in English (or any other par-
ticular language it migrates to). It is not only language dependent
but also hard to operate; a user needs to scan through the whole list
of words to find the most proper answer. SQ-PIX [7] also presents
user with an image set, but asks the user to select an image of a
given object name, and also trace the object in the image. This is
also language dependent and the act of tracing around an object
with a pointer operated from a hand-held device like a mouse can-
not be assumed to be easy for all users.

Google’s image CAPTCHA “what’s up” [23] asks the user to
adjust the orientation of an image. This system is language inde-
pendent, but the adjustment requires a lot of attention and subtle
mouse (or other hardware) movement. Some images also have am-
biguity as it can be correctly oriented in multiple ways.

Microsoft’s Asirra [20] utilizes an existing database on petfinder.com
and presents the user with images of cats and dogs and asks the
user to identify all images of cats out of 12 pets. This platform is
language independent, and requires user to scan through 12 images
and click 6 times on average to be correct. Figure 3 shows a sample
Assira challenge.

Figure 3: An Assira challenge: A user is always required to select
all cats from images of cats and dogs.

Asirra partners with petfinder.com and gets access to their huge
database of cats and dogs. But the inherent difficulty for thebot
boils down to only classifying each image in either of the two
classes: cats and dogs. This makes Assira more vulnerable toma-
chine learning attacks [22]. SEMAGE on the other hand has a two-
factor design where in order to pass a challenge the user is required
to recognize each image and then understand and identify these-
mantic relationship between a subset of them. Assira only requires
the user to solve the first level (i.e., image recognition). Utilizing
the semantic correlation between images to create more secure and
user-friendly challenges makes SEMAGE more robust.

3. SEMAGE DESIGN
We propose SEMAGE, “SEmantically MA tching ImaGEs”, a

novel image-based two-factor CAPTCHA system which is built
upon the idea of semantic relationship between images. The use
of semantic meaning of a query has already been applied in other
fields like web search [24]. We formulate definitions for semantic
similarity of images and design a system that uses these concepts
to develop a user-friendly and robust CAPTCHA system.

3.1 Intuitive Idea
All image-based CAPTCHA systems have two main components:

a database of images and a “concept” which uses the database to



create challenges. The inherent concept may be as simple as PIX
[8] which displays different images of the same object from the
database and asks the users to assign an appropriate label ora com-
plex one like Cortcha [32] which uses the database to create in-
painted and candidate images and asks the users to place the correct
candidate image in the inpainted image.

The idea behind SEMAGE is to use semantic relationships among
images as the concept and keep the task of the user to simply iden-
tify the semantically similar/related images. The semantic relation-
ship is a concrete description which would bind the similar images.
The freedom of choosing the semantic relationship for one’sappli-
cation and database gives it the much required customization flex-
ibility. For example, for an electronic e-commerce site, SEMAGE
challenge could be formed from the images of the products (an
ipod, a zune, tv, heater, refrigerator etc) where the concept would
be to ask the users to choose products which do the same thing
(ipod and zune in this case, both portable music devices).

SEMAGE presents a set of candidate images with a subset of
them sharing an implicit connection or relationship with each other.
The challenge for the users is to correctly identify all images in the
semantically related subset.

3.2 Defining the Semantic Relationship
We now present the conditions for choosing the “semantically

similar" relationship which forms the ‘concept’ for challenge cre-
ation. A “semantic label” could be a term or a relationship which
identifies/labels the object. Semantic labels can be directly used
to label the database for challenge creation. LetSL(x) denote the
function that returns the semantic label of an objectx. We consider
two images to be “Semantically Matching” if they satisfy anyof
the following conditions:
• Condition I: if both images can be identified with the same

semantic label. Given two imagesA andB, they are said to
be semantically related ifSL(A) = SL(B). For example,
an image of a computer and a television set can be defined
with a semantic label(SL) ‘electronics’.
• Condition II: both images can be classified under the same

semantic label. Given two imagesA andB, they are seman-
tically related if∃T s.t. SL(A) ⊂ T &SL(B) ⊂ T , where
T denotes some semantic label. For example an image of
a lion and a deer can be classified under the semantic label
‘four legged animals’. Similarly, an image of a television
set and a computer can be classified under the semantic label
‘electronics’.
• Condition III: when both images put together they express

a uniquely identifiable concept. Given two imagesA and
B and some semantic labelC that denotes a set of require-
ments, A and B are said to be semantically matching if{A∪
B} |= C where “|=” denotes that the left hand side satisfies
the requirements of right hand side. For example, an image
of a printer and paper can be defined with a identifiable con-
cept ‘printing’ which becomes the semantic label.

The requirements for a “semantic relationship” gets more generic
and the semantic correlation increases as we move from Condition
I to III. In order to form a SEMAGE challenge, the images have
to be chosen such that only one subset meets any one of the above
conditions with preference given to the least generic label. That
is, if a set of images contain images that satisfy more than one of
the above conditions, the least generic matching is the solution re-
quired to pass the challenge. Thus, given a set of images where a
small subset of images is of fishes and the rest of the images are of
other unique animals, the solution to the challenge would beselect-
ing all images of fishes.

The mechanism may seem complicated but as we show below,
a system designed to create challenges where all solutions satisfy
only one chosen condition is relatively easy to implement. Also
the user study in Section 5 supports our claim that such a system is
intuitive and easy for the normal user to solve. The important thing
after one has decided upon the “semantic relationship" is tolabel
the images accordingly. We discuss database generation in Section
3.4.

3.3 Challenge Creation
We develop a simple algorithm to create SEMAGE challenges.

First we present the definitions and requirements of the involved
parameters as follows.

Let n be the number of images in the challenge andm be the
number of similar/related images. LetU be the superset of all im-
age sets in the database. Each challenge set is denoted asS where
|S| = n. There exists a ‘semantically similar’ subset of images
R such that every image in R has the same semantic label, i.e.,
∀ ri, rj ∈ R, SL(ri) = SL(rj)& |R| = m. A set of imagesD
with |D| = n −m, and each image inD has a different semantic
label thanR. Also ∀ di, dj ∈ D, SL(di) 6= SL(dj) 6= SL(R).
This ensures that all the images in the subsetD have a different
semantic label so that the images in subsetR remain the unam-
biguous semantically related set. Now each challenge set becomes
S = R ∪D.

We now present a simple algorithm to implement the challenge
set as shown in Algorithm 1 . The database consists of a collection
of semantically labeled images. The algorithm starts with empty
setsR andD. We then pick a semantic label at random from the
database and populateR with images having the picked semantic
label. Then we populateD with images such that each image has
a different semantic label than any of the images chosen previously
in D andR. The number of images in theR andD depends on the
values ofn andm and is customizable. The images in setRandD
are then presented in a random tabular order to the user.

Algorithm 1 : An algorithm to generate SEMAGE challenges from
a labeled database

R← φ
D ← φ
A← Pick an Semantic label at random
while |R| 6= m do

X ← (pick a unique image with labelA)
R = R ∪X

end while
Y ← φ
while |D| 6= (n−m) do

Z ← Pick a label at random which is notA ∪ Y
Y ← Y ∪ Z
D = D∪ (pick a unique image with labelZ)

end while
S ← R ∪D
Randomize(S)

3.4 Database
Populating the database is a major issues with all image-based

systems. Unlike text CAPTCHAs which can use any random com-
bination of characters in the challenge creation, images inSEMAGE
owing to the requirement of semantic similarity have to be care-
fully selected. One may always use freely available image search
services like google image search to find relevant images. For our
implementation, we developed a semi-automated mechanism that



populates the database by crawling the Internet. One can also con-
sider taking frames from movies and short videos. Both of the
above approaches can be considered as semi-automatic and require
some manual work to weed out irrelevant images. The drawbackof
such methods is that an attacker can venture to spend enough time
and manual work to reproduce the whole database.

SEMAGE, however, due to its inherent design offers an way of
database creation for web sites, such as e-commerce sites, which
already have a image database. Web vendors in e-commerce usu-
ally have multiple images of the same product (such as pictures
from different angles), multiple styles of the same product(same
product of different color, size, packages), and multiple products
of the same category. Images are tagged with the product informa-
tion, and product info is categorized into different classes. Multi-
ple relations can be established among these images and usedas
the ‘semantic context’. With the abundance of existing tagging in-
formation, we can implement the ‘challenge creation’ algorithm by
adding simple logical changes. Furthermore, some databases actu-
ally have implemented more sophisticated relations such as‘similar
products’ as a recommendation for users when they browse certain
products, thus more sophisticated ‘semantic relationships’ can be
formed based on such information. Using these images not only
adds to the security of the database, but also serves as a goodform
of advertisement.

4. SEMAGE ANALYSIS

4.1 Design Analysis

4.1.1 Usability
Usability with security is the primary focus of SEMAGE. The

images contain content that cognitively make sense to the users,
and are easy to discern. By drawing on human’s vast storage of
common-sense knowledge, our design helps user spend minimum
effort solving the challenge. Moreover, it fits the way a human
thinks - it is natural for humans at first sight to see what an im-
age is about, much better than dealing with any details (orientation,
certain feature image, etc.). Establishing relationshipsamong ob-
jects is another ability humans are natural at, and humans almost
automatically dissolve any ambiguity they need to resolve.For ex-
ample, if a red car is presented with other colored cars, human im-
mediately notice the color difference. However, if the samered
car is presented with red buckets, red clothes etc. humans notice
the difference in object category. For a computer, both of the steps
pose a difficult AI problem. It first needs to do image recogni-
tion to determine what the image contains, and tag the image in
a pre-determined category. To solve the ‘relationship’ answer, the
computer would not only need vast correctly labeled database, but
also complex AI intuition. This creates a great gap in the difficulty
level for humans and bots.

In addition, SEMAGE provides an easy-to-operate interfacefor
users to indicate correct answers. Only a few mouse clicks isre-
quired to pick up the correct images, this makes SEMAGE to be a
good choice of touch-based systems and smart-phones where typ-
ing is more difficult. This is much easier than tracing an outline of
objects (as in SQ-PIX [7]) and typing in letters from a keyboard,
especially on mobile devices.

4.1.2 Language Independence
Our design utilizes the fact that a picture transcends the bound-

aries of languages. Some CAPTCHA systems also use semantic
clues, such as ESP-PIX [3]. However it asks the user to find the
right word among a list of English words that describes the content

of the image. This limits the audience to people with decent pro-
ficiency in the language. Our design is language independentand
can be used by people across the world. This is especially bene-
ficial for people who are not comfortable using English as a daily
language.

4.1.3 Customization Flexibility
Our design offers several ways to customize the challenge on

content, security level and usability level. The image database can
be customized to suit the needs and style of the hosting website.
For example, for special interest groups, the database can be ob-
jects of the theme of the group, such as movie screenshots fora
movie rental site or specific products for an e-commerce site. This
provides possibility of advertisement of content or fun in the tradi-
tionally boring test of CAPTCHA.

It is also easy for web administrators to customize on the security
level. The administrator can decide on the size of the candidate im-
age pool, and the size of the correct answer set. For a scheme that
presentn candidate images and ask the user to pick upk matching
images, the success rate of random guessing is1/C(n, k). The in-
crease of the size of answer set does not necessarily decrease the
chance of success of a random guessing success whenn is small,
but asn increases, the probability of a random guess attack goes
down. As for the user experience, the time users spent on the
CAPTCHA task increases as the size of candidate image pool in-
crease, but the effect of an increased size of answer set on users
time is not obvious. We think the optimum choice of n and k might
depends on particular content of the images used, and a specialized
user study can be conducted if such data is desired.

4.2 Security Analysis
We consider an adversary model wherein a bot has access to the

unlabeled and uncategorized database of images from which we
form our challenges. It is to be noted that given ample time and
resources some of the attacks discussed below could succeedbut
taking a long time defeats the primary purpose of the bot. Ourgoal
as in any CAPCTHA system is to make current attacks as difficult
as possible, so that any successful attack would need a majorstep
forward in technology. We now identify and analyze possibleways
of attacks against our system and how it fares against them.

4.2.1 Attacks using machine learning techniques
Similar techniques used to attack Asirra [22] could be used to at-

tack our system too. The attack on Assira was an attack on the first
level of our model namely simple “image recognition”. In essence,
attackers try to get a certain number of correctly labeled images,
and train on several different classifiers, either based on color in-
formation or texture information. However, solving a SEMAGE
challenge not only requires image recognition but also identifying
the “semantic relationship”. The identification of “semantic rela-
tionship” among images is an unsolved AI problem. Moreover,
even if the semantic correlation is weak and the semantic label is
just the object name, SEMAGE accommodates much more object
classes than Asirra (which had only 2), and the attacker willneed
to build many more types of classifiers accordingly.

Now let us consider a very simple example of “semantic relation-
ship”, e.g., “real and cartoon” images of the same animal (asused
in Section 5). The color and texture data between a cartoon specie
and real animal specie varies much more than in between cartoons
and real animals, as illustrated in Figure 4. While attackers might
attempt to train classifier of real animal and cartoon animalinde-
pendently, the performance decreases as the number of classifiers
increase which could be very complex. Thus the success rate of



attacks using this sort of algorithm is likely to be very low.

Figure 4: Example limitations of the texture-based machinelearn-
ing attack; (a) shares more commonality with (b) than with (c) ,
while (a) and (c) are of the same type (rabbit).

Attacks using template fitting techniques: In image recogni-
tion, one developed area is to fit objects into (visual) feature tem-
plates. For example, a chair can be identified if given the template
of ‘four legs and a horizontal top’. Accordingly, for a rabbit, the
feature should probably be ‘upwards pointing long ears’. However,
it is much harder to define ‘long’ than ‘upwards’. A deer, with
pointy upward ears would be classified into the ‘rabbit’ template.
Furthermore, not all objects have such uniquely identifiable simple
feature.

4.2.2 Random guess attack
For a SEMAGE scheme that presentsn candidate images and

asks the user to selectk matching images, the success rate of ran-
dom guessing is1/C(n, k). As shown in Figure 5, choosing a low
value ofn andk could make the system more vulnerable to ran-
dom guess attacks. On the other hand a lown, k makes the system
more user friendly and less frustrating for the user. Our imple-
mentation for the user study uses lown, k values making it more
susceptible to random guess attacks. In case of a lown, k system,
multiple rounds of SEMAGE could constitute one challenge; such
technique is already in use in current systems such as reCAPCTHA.
By choosing a relatively lown, k value, we sacrifice a bit of secu-
rity against random guess attacks for usability. We do so because
we can make up for the relatively high susceptibility of SEMAGE
to random guess attacks and deter brute force attackers by enhanc-
ing SEMAGE with Token Buckets [20] system. Assira needs more
images in each challenge set to be secure because of the limited set
of differentiating classes of objects (two to be precise, just cats and
dogs) whereas there can be theoretically thousands of differentiat-
ing classes in our SEMAGE implementation. The added security
provided by SEMAGE’s two-factor design allows us to use a low
n, k system without sacrificing security much.

A SEMAGE system could also be complemented with other tech-
niques such as the Partial Credit Algorithm in [20], which would
allow a largen, k and an ‘almost right’ answer can be defined
as missing one image in the answer set. Token buckets [20] can
also be implemented to prevent brute-force attackers from making
a number of continuous random guess attacks.

4.2.3 Attack using the static image name in source
If the source code of the HTML page hosting the challenge uses

image names, an attacker could potentially use those names to iden-
tify similar images. However, this sort of attack is easily defeated
by randomizing the images name in the source. In our system im-
plementation, names of the images in the challenge are in no way
exposed to the user. The image names in the html source is ran-
domized when sent to the user.

Figure 5: Random guess attack success rate with respect tok and
n

4.2.4 Attack by creating an attack database using the
general relationships used in the system

The attacker might manually identify the general “semanticre-
lationship” used in the system and then search and build an image
repository to create an attack database. Using the labeled images
of the attack database, a brute force search against the candidate set
might yield him a correct ‘similar’ set. However comparing each
image of the challenge with all the images in the attacker’s image
archive would take lots of time and resources than what wouldcon-
stitute a feasible attack; also this might exceed the maximum time
allowed to take a challenge.

4.2.5 Attack by mining Textual description of images
Potentially an attacker could use systems such as google’s gog-

gle1, an image based search system, to uncover textual descriptions
of the candidate image set and then use the textual descriptions to
identify relationships among images. We argue that first of all im-
age recognition or search is still not mature enough for now (very
hard problem for unknown images). In addition, identifyingrela-
tionships among objects even with textual descriptions is acom-
plex AI problem to solve, especially since the correct similar im-
ages depend on the semantic context. Such an attack would poten-
tially defeat most present image-based systems such as Assira, PIX,
SQ-PIX, but because of the two level design of SEMAGE, the bot
would still need to understand and identify the semantic correla-
tion. Having a textual description only possibly solves theproblem
of image recognition. There may exist images with overlapping de-
scriptions but are not a part of the ‘semantic similar’ imageset in
the context. Consider for example a candidate image set wherein
the context is identifying ‘four legged’ animals among images of
insect, deer, lion, human, electronics item and other unrelated ob-
jects. Now even with accompanying textual descriptions such a
relationship is hard for a bot to find and relate to lion and deer.

5. EVALUATION
We conducted a large-scale user study to evaluate the usability of

SEMAGE as compared to Assira and reCAPTCHA. For this pur-
pose, we firstly built a website which would present the userswith
sample SEMAGE challenges.

5.1 Sample Implementation of SEMAGE
In our sample implementation, each challenge consists of a set

of images (the number of images is configurable) where a sub-
set of images would share a distinct relationship/feature with each
other. The images are furthermore randomly distorted by intro-
ducing noise and changing the texture. Our implementation was
carried out in PHP with MySQL being used as the database. Figure
6 gives a high level design of the implementation.

1http://www.google.com/mobile/goggles/



Figure 6: Overall Implementation Illustration

Figure 7: Screenshot of sample SEMAGE implementation with Im-
age 2 and 5 being similar, both snakes.

Choosing the “semantic relationship”: In our particular im-
plementation, the challenge set consists of real and cartoon images
of animals with the relationship defining the ‘similar’ subset be-
ing “real and cartoon images” of the same animal. The advantages
of choosing the ‘real and cartoon’ relationship to define “semantic
relationship” between images are as follows:
• The relationship between real and cartoon images of the same

animal in most cases is subtle and variable. The reason is that
the animals may completely differ in visual characteristics
such as size, shape and outline in real and cartoon represen-
tations.
• Humans with inherent capability to relate visibly dissimilar

objects would be able to pass the challenge easily whereas
the current state-of-the-art bots cannot. We test this assump-
tion of ours in the user study we conduct, discussed in details
in Section 5.
• Generating a large database is easier. A simple search for

an animal on images.google.com yields millions of entries,
hence we have a fast and easy way to build up a large database.

Figure 7 shows a sample SEMAGE challenge of our simple im-
plementation. The total number of images in one challenge issix
with the “semantically similar” set of two images, one a realimage
and the other a cartoon image of the same animal.

Database Generation:The first step for SEMAGE implemen-
tation after defining the semantic relationship between the“simi-
lar” images is database generation. An image search and down-
load tool was implemented shown as Image Retriever in Figure6,
which searches and downloads the required images from the web.
The tool would take in the search keywords (to search for realor
cartoon images of the animals), image dimensions, and number of
images to download and the label tags. It then automaticallydown-
loads the images and stores in the database. A simple search for an
animal on images.google.com yields millions of entries, hence we

have a fast and easy way to build up a large database. In reality,
since the automated search does not always yield relevant results,
we manually weed out the irrelevant images from the collection.

Dynamic Noise Addition: To make machine learning attacks
based on image classifiers difficult, we randomly introduce noise
in the images of the challenge set at each challenge creationphase.
We introduce noise in the form of random shapes and color scale
alteration in the image with the help of the ImageMagick library
[5]. The position of inserting the random shapes varies fromthe
center of the images to its edges. Also scale of color adjustment
is also randomly varied to prevent the bot classifiers from easily
weeding out the noise. Such random noise introduction makessure
that each image appears with different noise levels. Figure8 shows
a SEMAGE challenge after the introduction of noise.

Figure 8: Example of noise addition in our implementation. Here
we can clearly see noise but still identify Image 2 and 5 beingsimi-
lar, both lions. The changes in color scale are not visible due to the
black and white nature of images.

Interface: As shown in Figures 8 and 7, each challenge appears
as a tabular strip of images. The title of the tabular strip presents the
challenge and then the user needs to click on the similar images and
press submit to send the response to the server for verification. We
experimented with different layouts, e.g., the images being apart
from one another, images in a single straight strip, and found that
it is much easier to identify similar images if they are bunched to-
gether in a tabular format.

5.2 User Study Methodology
A comprehensive IRB approved user study was then conducted

to gather data about how user-friendly SEMAGE is, which is one of
the most essential criterion for a CAPTCHA to be deployed in real
systems. We also incorporated reCAPTCHA, a text-based system
and Asirra, an image-based system from Microsoft in the userstudy
to carry out a comparative analysis. Both Asirra and ReCAPTCHA
are available as a free web service allowing us to easily integrate
them in our study. The volunteers took the study remotely and
were given a brief 1-page pictorial description of what theyneed to
do to pass a challenge for all the systems. We logged the time taken
to complete each challenge as the difference in time betweenwhen
the test first appears on the screen and the time user clicks onthe
‘submit’ button to submit his attempt. The users were let known
of whether they passed or failed the previous challenge before pre-
senting a new one.

A total of 174 volunteers took the study and the population was
a mix of graduate and under-graduate students. The subject pool
was diverse with most of the users from a non-computer science



discipline, with a mix of native and non-native English speakers.
The subject pool consisted of 66 females and 108 males. The sub-
ject pool were in no way made aware of the fact that SEMAGE is
our system. We collected the time taken by each user to complete
a challenge for each of the system as described earlier. We monitor
the time taken for all attempts irrespective of whether it was suc-
cessful or not. We also collected numbers of successful and failed
attempts to solve a challenge.

5.3 User Study Layout
The user study was carried out via a website with the following

sections:
• An initial questionnaire asking the users to rate their famil-

iarity with CAPTCHAs, proficiency in English language and
other demographic questions such as sex and age range.
• A 1-page pictorial description of EMAGE, Assira and re-

CAPTCHA, showing users how to solve each challenge.
• 5 different challenges from SEMAGE.
• 5 different challenges from Asirra.
• 5 different challenges from ReCAPTCHA.
• A final short questionnaire asking users to rate SEMAGE for

fun factor and ease of use as compared to Assira.
We believe a pictorial description of each of the systems wasnec-

essary for fair usage statistics on the image recognition systems. It
was probably a user’s first time seeing an image-based CAPCTHA
whereas all the users had invariably taken a text-based challenge
before. Presenting a brief description of what they need to do to
pass a challenge would prepare them with necessary basic infor-
mation of each system and allow us to collect fair usage data.The
study took an average of 8.7 minutes to complete.

We divide the usability evaluation in different sections presented
below according to the following metrics:
• How fast can a user complete a challenge?
• How many times does the user pass the challenge success-

fully?
• Does the user consider the system to be fun and easy?

5.4 Timing Statistics
As shown in Table 1, users complete text-based and SEMAGE

challenges faster than Asirra. Each user takes an average of6 sec-
onds more to complete an Assira challenge.

Semage Asirra recaptcha
Time Taken in
seconds

11.64 17.35 11.05

Table 1: Average Time taken per challenge for each of the systems
(in seconds)

The distribution plots in Figures 9 show that most of the users
of SEMAGE finished each challenge in about 11.647 seconds or
less, whereas this number is comparatively higher for Asirra with
most of the users taking around 17.355 seconds. Consistencyand
uniformity in majority of the data points of the plots show that the
timing average was not largely affected by some isolated outlier
cases and it represents the general behavior of the users.

We notice that the average time taken by the users to solve a chal-
lenge from SEMAGE is almost the same as that of reCAPTCHA.
This is actually surprising. We expected that solving a SEMAGE
challenge is much slower than solving a reCAPTCHA challenge
because text-based CAPTCHAs have been widely in use for a long
time and users have gotten used to them whereas users were seeing

our system for the very first time. This encouraging fact suggests
that SEMAGE is pretty user-friendly and easy to use.

We concede that an Assira challenge consists of more images
than a SEMAGE challenge leading to more time spent in complet-
ing each challenge. However, Assira needs more images in each
challenge set to be secure because of the limited set of differenti-
ating classes of objects (two to be precise, cats and dogs) whereas
there can be theoretically thousands of differentiating classes in our
SEMAGE implementation. Moreover, presence of just two differ-
entiating given classes should have made the challenge easier for
humans as they simply need to place each image in one of the two
categories. SEMAGE on the other hand requires the user to relate
two or more images, making it potentially more time consuming.
However the timing data clearly shows that taking SEMAGE chal-
lenges is easier than it seems because of the natural cognitive ability
of humans.

5.5 Accuracy Statistics
Simply speaking, the total number of correct attempts for SEMAGE

is higher than Asirra, indicating that users are able to correctly solve
more challenges of SEMAGE. Figure 10(a) shows a graphical rep-
resentation of the difference in correct attempts between Assira and
SEMAGE. We had also asked the users to rate their familiarityand
comfort level with CAPTCHAs on the scale of 1 to 5 (with 5 being
very comfortable) in the initial questionnaire. As we see inFig-
ure 10(b), the participants who voluntarily identified themselves
as ‘less comfortable’ (rated 3 or less) with CAPTCHA systemsin
general also show high accuracy with SEMAGE and reCAPTCHA
than with Asirra.

(a) Total correct attempts out of 815 attempts

(b) Total correct attempts from 132 users who rated
themselves as less comfortable with CAPTCHA

Figure 10: Accuracy achieved on individual systems

In order for the system to be deployed in the real world, it should
have a high ‘Correct Attempts ratio’ for humans. The ‘Correct At-
tempts ratio’ (C.A.R) is simply the number of correct attempts di-



(a) SEMAGE Timing (b) Assira Timing (c) reCAPTCHA Timing

Figure 9: Timing Distribution of each system for all users

vided by the total attempts. It signifies how many times a human
passes the challenge. The closer the ratio is to 1, the betterthe
system is in terms of usability.

The user study data shows that our system has a higher C.A.R
(0.94) than Asirra (0.91). Users had been familiar with text-based
CAPTCHA systems, so we expected them to do very well in the
reCAPCTHA system. But again, the difference between SEMAGE
and the traditional text-based system is almost negligible. This
along with the timing data shows that our system likely has a higher
usability factor than the current state-of-the-art image-based system
(Asirra).

5.6 Fun Factor and Ease of Use
After the completion of challenges from the three systems, the

users were then asked to compare and rate SEMAGE and Assira on
the criterion of Fun and Easiness. There were two separate ques-
tions: one for Fun factor and the other for Easiness, which asked
them to choose a rating as follows:
• 1, if they found Assira to be way more fun or easy
• 3, if they found Assira and SEMAGE to be equal on the Fun

or Easiness factors
• 5, if they found SEMAGE to be way more fun or easy
• 2 or 4, if they were slightly inclined towards Assira or SEMAGE,

respectively.
These factors gave us a more subjective indicator of usability.

We can clearly see from Figure 11(a) that majority of the users
(58.92 %) choose rating 4 and 5 indicating a high fun factor with
SEMAGE. Only 16.07% choose rating 1 and 2 indicating Assira
was better while the rest considered them to be equally fun. This
clearly supports that more users found SEMAGE to be a system
that was more fun to solve than Assira.

Figure 11(b) shows the rating distribution for the easinessfactor.
72.61% of the users rated 4 and 5 indicating SEMAGE to be easier
than Assira. Only 10.72% of the users rated 1 and 2 indicating
Assira to be easier while 16.66% of the users rated 3 indicating
they considered both systems to be equally easy.

These metrics as well as the timing and accuracy results shown
previously clearly demonstrate that SEMAGE is a highly user-friendly
CAPTCHA system.

6. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Generating a vast and correct database is always a challengefor

image-based CAPTCHA systems. In our simple SEMAGE imple-
mentation we crawl the web to automatically gather and labelim-
ages. However not all images returned by the crawler were relevant,
some were even objectionable. We then manually weeded out the
irrelevant images. Such manual labor is time consuming and would
pose a big problem when the database content is regularly updated.

(a) Users rating the Fun factor

(b) Users rating the Easiness

Figure 11: We asked users to comparatively rate SEMAGE and As-
sira on the metrics of fun and easiness. Rating 1,2 indicate Assira
to be more fun and easy, rating 3 indicate both systems are equal
and rating 4,5 indicate SEMAGE to be more fun and easy.

There can also be legal issues in directly using the crawled images.
SEMAGE by the virtue of its design though, does not require

the database to be built in such a way. Websites like e-commerce
services, movie rental services can easily use the available image
database with a suitable “semantic relationship”. However, further
work is required to create a large, correct database automatically to
allow widespread deployment in real world.

In this paper we introduced the concept and technique of creating
CAPTCHAs using “semantic relationships” between objects and
then implemented a simple system for demonstration. Our naive
implementation doesnot reach the full potential of SEMAGE and
we plan to build a more robust, high semantic correlation based
SEMAGE system as future work.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present SEMAGE (semantically matching im-

ages). The design of this CAPTCHA presents a set of candidate



images and asks users to choose a set of images that fit a certain
relation. The challenge is layered in that both knowledge about se-
mantic meaning of images and relationship between the subjects of
images is required. The challenge comes naturally to humansas it
incorporates light-weight visual and cognitive task. However, the
layering scheme provides double protection against bot attacks. It
is easy to understand and the interaction interface is simple and ef-
ficient. CAPTCHA systems constantly seek an optimum trade-off
point on security and usability. SEMAGE provides great roomfor
customization by the website administrators. They can customize
the number of candidate images and semantically similar images in
the challenges to adjust the usability and security level according
to the need of particular websites. Moreover SEMAGE can be tar-
geted towards touch-based smart-phones and devices where typing
to solve a text-based CAPCTHA is difficult. Website administra-
tors can also determine the content of the image database andcater
towards their promotional needs. The database can be populated
especially for SEMAGE, or adapted from existing database. E-
commerce is one area where SEMAGE database can be easily built
and SEMAGE can be utilized for both security and advertisement
purposes.
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